
INTRODUCTION

Abiotic stresses including extreme temperature
changes, drought, and high salinity cause major problems
in agriculture by reducing crop yields. Because plants
are sessile, they have evolved diverse mechanisms to
cope with adverse environmental stress. One of the
most important approaches is that plants turn on
various stress-responsive genes that lead to changes
at the biochemical and physiological level. The pro-
ducts of these stress responsive genes are involved in
physiological defense or signal transduction pathways or
regulation of expression of other stress responsive
genes1). A variety of stress responsive genes have
been introduced into many plants to develop stress-

resistant transgenic plants. These include Arabidopsis2,3),
soybean, and tobacco plants4,5).

Previously, in an effort to elucidate a plant’s
mechanism of coping with cold stress, we isolated
317 cold-responsive genes from Capsicum annuum
using cDNA microarray and Northern blot analyses6).
Among these genes, we selected a gene encoding a
transcription factor, zinc finger protein (PIF1), and
introduced it into tobacco plants7). We showed that
the resulting PIF1 transgenic tobacco plants were
strongly cold tolerant, but not drought tolerant7).
However, in those studies, PIF1 transgenic tobacco
treated with -6 cold stress could survive while℃
wild-type plants could not. That result led to an
examination of a variety of ecophysiological changes
during cold stress as well as the stages of recovery
after stress treatment.

Thus, in this study, we tried to verify that
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ABSTRACT: The ecophysiological changes occurring upon cold stress were studied using cold tolerant
transgenic and wild-type tobacco plants. In a previous study, cold tolerance in tobacco was induced by the
introduction of a gene encoding the zinc finger transcription factor, PIF1. Gas-exchange measurements
including net photosynthesis and stomatal conductance were performed prior to, in the middle of, and after
a cold-stress treatment of 1±2 for 96 h in each of the four seasons. In both transgenic and wild-type℃
plants, gas-exchange parameters were severely decreased in the middle of the cold treatment, but had
recovered after 2 3 h of adaptation in a greenhouse. Most t-test comparisons on gas-exchange measurements–
between the two plant types did not show statistical significance. Wild-type plants had slightly more
water-soaked damage on the leaves than the transgenic plants. A light-response curve did not show any
differences between the two plant types. However, the curve for assimilation-internal CO2 in wild-type
plants showed a much higher slope than that of the PIF1 transgenic plants. This means that the wild-type
plant is more capable of regenerating Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) and has
greater electron transport capacity. In conclusion, cold-resistant transgenic tobacco plants demonstrated a
better recovery of net photosynthesis and stomatal conductance after cold-stress treatment compared to
wild-type plants, but the ecophysiological recoveries of the transgenic plants were not statistically
significant.
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overexpression of the PIF1 gene in cold-tolerant
transgenic tobacco plants could cause changes in
ecophysiology including net photosynthesis (Pnet)
and stomatal conductance (Cs). If transcriptional control
by PIF1 leads to tolerance of cold stress by changing
physiological functions, then there is a possibility that
PIF1 may control Cs and other cellular physiological
changes. Furthermore, the mechanism of cold-stress
tolerance caused by the introduction of PIF1 could be
explained at the ecophysiological level.

In addition, we performed a comparison of
ecophysiological changes between PIF1 transgenic
and wild-type tobacco plants throughout four seasons,
as external temperature changes could have adverse
affects on the measurement of gas exchange. By changing
the light intensity of the chamber that measures
gas-exchange ability (light curve) or changing the CO2

concentration (assimilation-internal CO2 curve: A-Ci
curve), we could investigate differences in ecophysiological
characteristics between cold-tolerant PIF1 transgenic
and wild-type tobacco plants more thoroughly.

Here we report ecophysiological differences between
cold-tolerant PIF1 transgenic and wild-type tobacco
plants. We compared the gas-exchange abilities of
both plant types during the stress treatment and
recovery stages. In addition, we compared light curves
and A-Ci curves of both plant types growing under
normal conditions.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials

Tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum var. Xanti) were
grown on MS culture media (MS salt, vitamin mix,
3% sucrose, 0.7% phytoagar, pH 5.7) in a tissue
culture room at 23 under continuous light. The℃
PIF1 transgenic tobacco plants were generated using
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation methods for
tobacco leaves7). Non-transgenic wild-type control plants
were prepared for the identical analysis of gas
exchange under the same culture conditions as those
of the PIF1 transgenic tobacco plants.

Plants in culture media were grown until they had
fully extended roots and 4 5 main leaves had appeared– .
These plants were acclimated in Jiffy pots for a week
and then transferred to soil. After one week, the
plants were used for cold-stress treatment.

Cold-stress treatment and examination of visible

damage

Three different lines each of wild-type and PIF1
transgenic tobacco plants in pots were prepared for
gas-exchange measurements following cold-stress treat-
ment. For cold-stress treatment, the plants were kept
in a 1±2 refrigerator for 96 h. Before measuring℃
gas-exchange ability at each stage, the extent of
water-soaked and wilting symptoms on the leaves,
the typical visible symptoms of cold-stress damage,
was observed. Although cold-stress treatment and
gas-exchange measurements were conducted in the
controlled environments of a greenhouse, in consideration
of seasonal effects, we conducted measurements throughout
the four seasons, i.e., late fall (November 2007),
midwinter (February 2008), late spring (June 2008),
and midsummer (August 2008).

Gas-exchange measurements

For measurements of Pnet and Cs, a Li-Cor 6400
photosynthesis measurement system (Li-Cor, Lincoln,
NE) was used to measure gas-exchange ability.
Gas-exchange measurements were performed at three
stages; before treatment, after 48 h, and 96 h after
1±2 cold treatment. The 96-h cold-stress-treated℃
plants were allowed to recover for 2 3 h in the–
greenhouse before measuring their gas-exchange ability.

Leaves were measured in 2 cm × 3 cm photosynthesis
measuring cuvettes under 1500 mol m-2 s-1 light
emitting diode (LED) light, 400 mmol L-1 CO2 and a
cuvette temperature of 25 . Measurements were℃
conducted using the youngest among the 4 5 fully–
expanded leaves of the wild-type and PIF1 transgenic
plants.

A liquid CO2 supply system (Li-Cor 6400-01, Lincoln,
NE) attached to the photosynthesis measurement
system was used to measure photosynthetic changes
based on changes in supplied CO2 concentration. CO2

concentration was adjusted to 400, 300, 200, 100, 50,
and 0 mmol L-1 CO2. The measuring cuvette con-
ditions were 1500 mol m-2 s-1 photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR), 25 , and 30 60% relative℃ –
humidity. To measure photosynthetic ability at different
light intensities, the light saturation and compensation
points of the two types of plants were measured with
decreasing light intensity at 2000, 1500, 1000, 500, 200,
100, 50, 20, 0 mol m-2 s-1.
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Statistical analysis

To examine the gas-exchange abilities of the two
types of tobacco plants before, in the middle of, and
after the cold-stress treatments, a one-tailed t-test was
performed. Based on an alternative hypothesis that
PIF1 transgenic plants would be more tolerant to cold
stress than wild-type plants, we judged whether PIF1
transgenic plants would have higher Pnet and Cs
than wild-type plants. We decided on a 95% significance
level, and used the statistics software program S-link
(ver. 2.2, Seoul, Korea).

Results and Discussion

Visible damage on the two types of plants under

cold-stress treatment

Leaves of wild-type plants developed weak water-
soaked lesions and wilting symptoms after 48 and 96 h
of 1±2 cold treatment. As the external temperature℃
was lower than that in the cold refrigerator during
the February 2008 experiment, leaves of both types of
plants showed water-soaked lesions and wilting
symptoms; thus, we could not measure Pnet in the
middle of the cold-stress treatment.

Previously, we reported that -6 treatment for 24℃
h caused dramatic phenotypic differences between
wild-type and PIF1 transgenic plants7). However, in

this experiment 1±2 cold treatment did not cause℃
any significant visible difference between the two
types of plants.

Comparison of gas-exchange ability during cold-stress

treatment

The results of photosynthetic measurements of
both types of plants throughout the four seasons
revealed that Pnet in pre-cold treatment plants
showed seasonal differences of 4.4~19.9 mol COμ 2 m-2 s-1

(Fig. 1). The photosynthetic rate was lowest in February
2008 and transgenic plants showed a slightly higher
Pnet compared to wild-type plants. However, in other
experiments, During the pre-cold treatment, Pnet of
wild-type plants was slightly higher than that of PIF1
transgenic plants. When measured within 5 10 min of–
the end of 48-h of cold treatment, PIF1 transgenic
plants showed a significantly (p=0.05) higher Pnet
than wild-type plants, but only in November 2007.

When the photosynthetic rate was measured in
plants that had a 2 3-h recovery period in a greenhouse–
after completion of 96 h of cold treatment, PIF1
transgenic plants showed a tendency toward a higher
Pnet throughout the four seasons as measured in
August 2008 (p=0.05) and in November and February
2008 (p=0.055 and p=0.063, respectively (Fig. 1)).
Except for the measurement in August 2008, the 96-h

Fig. 1. Net photosynthesis in wild-type ( ) and cold-stress tolerant ( ) tobacco pre-treatment, mid-treatment, and on□ ■
the last day of cold-stress treatment. The measurements were conducted in November 2007 (A), February 2008 (B), June
2008 (C), and August 2008 (D). The numbers on the bars are the p-values of t-tests between the two plant types.
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cold treatment followed by a 2 3-h recovery period–
restored the photosynthetic rate to that of the pre-cold
treatment. A 2 3-h recovery period could also restore–
most of the water-soaked lesions and wilting symptoms
on leaves to normal conditions.

The results of the Cs measurements throughout
the four seasons revealed a pattern similar to that
observed for the Pnet of both types of plants in that
the pre-cold treatment showed seasonal differences of
0.03~0.6 mmol H2O m-2 s-1 (Fig. 2). Wild-type plants
showed higher Cs during pre-treatment than PIF1
transgenic plants. However, the Cs results after 48
and 96 h of cold treatment followed by recovery
revealed that the PIF1 transgenic plants showed a
tendency toward a higher conductance compared to
the wild-type plants. The differences between wild-type
and PIF1 transgenic plants were significant in the
February 2008 experiment (p=0.002), but not in the other
seasons (p=0.085~0.414 based on one-tailed t-tests;
Fig. 2).

Because the temperature of the greenhouse in fall
and winter affected gas-exchange measurements, we
could not measure gas exchange during the middle of
the cold treatment. Pnet was measured as 4~8 molμ
CO2 m-2 s-1 and Cs as 0.01~0.02 mmol H2O m-2 s-1

during the experiments performed in late spring and

midsummer. The PIF1 transgenic plants showed a
tendency toward higher Pnet and Cs values in the
middle of and after cold treatment compared to
wild-type plants, although in many cases the difference
was not statistically significant.

Although there were seasonal differences, the mean
Pnet and Cs of PIF1 transgenic plants were 10~30%
(Fig. 1) and 30~75% (Fig. 2), respectively, higher than
those observed for wild-type plants. This suggests
that PIF1 zinc finger protein expression induces a
series of proteins that protect plants from cold
exposure, and these proteins may cause PIF1 transgenic
plants to maintain a high Cs under cold temperatures,
which may in turn contribute to an increase in the
Pnet of PIF1 transgenic plants.

Ecophysiological characteristics of cold-tolerant

transgenic and wild-type tobacco plants

To observe intrinsic ecophysiological characteristics
of cold-tolerant transgenic and wild-type tobacco
plants, we measured the A-Ci and light response
curves for both plant types. The A-Ci curve, which
measures Pnet at each step as the CO2 concentration
decreases in the cuvette, is restricted at lower CO2

concentrations due to the limited carboxylation activity
of Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco).

Fig. 2. Stomatal conductance in wild-type ( ) and cold-stress tolerant ( ) tobacco pre-treatment, mid-treatment, and□ ■
on the last day of cold-stress treatment. The measurements were conducted in November 2007 (A), February 2008 (B),
June 2008 (C), and August 2008 (D). The numbers on the bars are the p-values of t-tests between the two plant types.
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At higher CO2 concentrations, the curve is affected by
the reduced ability of the activase to regenerate
Ribulose -1, 5-bisphosphate (RuBP)8).

As shown in Fig. 3, A-Ci curves of PIF1 transgenic
and wild-type plants did not show any differences at
lower CO2 concentrations, but the A-Ci curves of
PIF1 transgenic plants decreased non-linearly as CO2

concentration increased. This demonstrates the limitation
in the ability to regenerate RuBP. While there was no
difference in stomatal conductance between PIF1 transgenic
and wild-type plants, the RuBP regeneration capability
of wild-type plants was greater than that of transgenic
plants.

When we examined photosynthetic responses correlated
with PAR in wild-type and cold-stress tolerant tobacco
plants (Fig. 4), both plant types showed very similar
light saturation points of 1000 mol m-2 s-1 and light
compensation points of 20~50 mol m-2 s-1. Based on

these results, we estimate that there may be no
difference in the light reactions of photosynthesis
between the two plant types. From these two additional
experiments, we were unable to conclude that
overexpression of the PIF1 zinc finger protein makes
any ecophysiological difference that leads to cold-
stress tolerance.

Abiotic stress-inducible zinc finger proteins, which
are known to function in regulation of transcription,
have been isolated from many plants including
soybean (SCOF-1)9), Arabidopsis (STZ)10), and rice
(OSISAP111) and ZFP24512)). We do not know why the
gas-exchange ability of the PIF1 transgenic plants is
generally lower than that of wild-type plants during
the actively growing developmental stages, although
the observed differences are not statistically significant.

While PIF1 transgenic tobacco plants had the
ability to tolerate cold temperatures, they have lower
Cs and Pnet under normal growth temperatures com-
pared to wild-type plants. This implies that, under
normal conditions, cold tolerance may not be necessary
in terms of evolutionary fitness. Many proteins that
are required for cold tolerance are very useful for
low-temperature tolerance, but, may not be needed
for survival under normal conditions.
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